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Abstract: Nowadays, one of the main challenges in computer architectures is scalability; indeed,
novel processor architectures can include thousands of processing elements on a single chip and using
them efficiently remains a big issue. An interesting source of inspiration for handling scalability is
the mammalian brain and different works on neuromorphic computation have attempted to address
this question. The Self-configurable 3D Cellular Adaptive Platform (SCALP) has been designed
with the goal of prototyping such types of systems and has led to the proposal of the Cellular SelfOrganizing Maps (CSOM) algorithm. In this paper, we present a hardware architecture for CSOM in
the form of interconnected neural units with the specific property of supporting an asynchronous
deployment on a multi-FPGA 3D array. The Asynchronous CSOM (ACSOM) algorithm exploits
the underlying Network-on-Chip structure to be provided by SCALP in order to overcome the
multi-path propagation issue presented by a straightforward CSOM implementation. We explore
its behaviour under different map topologies and scalar representations. The results suggest that a
larger network size with low precision coding obtains an optimal ratio between algorithm accuracy
and FPGA resources.
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1. Introduction
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The work presented in this paper is part of the Self-Organizing Machine Architecture
(SOMA) project in which we propose new architectures based on brain-inspired selforganisation principles applied to digital reconfigurable hardware [1].
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) are a well-known type of neural network enabling vector
quantization using an unsupervised competitive learning technique [2] . During the learning phase, they perform dimensionality reduction and clustering on unlabeled data and,
once trained, they can apply the same operations to new data. They find applications in
several domains such as voice recognition [3], image compression [4,5] or general data clustering. While their self-organizing and unsupervised properties are very interesting, they
are computationally expensive and a lot of efforts have been invested by the community to
propose efficient dedicated hardware SOM architectures.
Most of the existing works focus on optimizing the time and power performances
by modifying the SOM algorithm to new “hardware-friendly” variants, less expensive in
term of hardware resources such as logic and memory elements. The use of Euclidean
distance used in the formal definition of SOM and in most of its software implementations
are often replaced by a Manhattan distance [6–10] or Chessboard [6] distance functions to
avoid multipliers and square root operators. Another common optimization is to replace
the exponentiation used to compute the Gaussian neighboring function by approximations
such as negative power of two implemented with shift registers [5,6,10,11] or LookupTables [7,9]. In all the previously cited works, vectors are represented with integer or
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fixed-point arithmetic, with usually 16-bits per vector component. This approach simplifies
the arithmetic’s unit hardware implementations and reduces the memory requirement
compared to the 32 or 64 bits of the single or double precision format commonly used
in software implementations. More original vector codings have been proposed by [12]
which proposes to encode the vector components as the duty cycle of square waveforms
and to use Digital Phase-Locked Loops (DPLL) as parallel computing elements to measure
and update the distances between vectors. In [13], it is proposed to code the vectors with
tri-state representation and to use Hamming distance as the metric between vectors with
probabilistic updates of the weights vectors.
While these optimizations make perfect sense in term of computing time and logic
resources reduction, they can introduce deviations from the original SOM algorithm results.
As an example, the use of the Manhattan distance instead of Euclidean distance does not
yield the same result and this issue is even accentuated with high dimensional vectors. The
fixed point representation is also an usual optimization but it requires to carefully select
the bit-width and comma position of the format to ensure that intermediate values of the
algorithm are correctly represented. This may be a problem in real world applications
where the magnitude and precision of the data-set provided to the SOM is not known
in advance.
The structure of self-Organizing Maps makes them good candidates for distributed
implementations as it is straightforward to parallelize different computation tasks like
distance computation and weights update operations over multiple neurons. In the neurons
themselves, some implementations process the vectors components simultaneously to
speed up computation while some other works serialize the component processing to save
resources. The election of a best matching unit (BMU) constitutes a bottleneck for scalable
distributivity because a single neuron must be chosen. Fully distributed winner neuron
election often relies on a large combinational comparator network which largely limits the
maximum operating frequency and the scalability of the system.
In a previous work we proposed a cellular variant of the SOM algorithm in order to
cope such scalability limitations [14]. Cellular SOM (CSOM) can achieve better performance
than the traditional SOM and is better suited to distributed implementations as their cellular
communication properties reduce the need for a central authority and shared resources
by favoring neighbor to neighbor communications. CSOM is modelled as a connected
network of computing nodes permitting arbitrary and dynamic topologies that can adapt
during run-time to the problem thanks to pruning and sprouting mechanisms [15,16].
In another previous work, we presented a Self-configurable 3D Cellular Adaptive
Platform (SCALP) [17], which is intended to prototype 3D cellular neuromorphic architectures. It is composed of multiple FPGA-SoC nodes: circuit boards hosting a Xilinx
Zynq FPGA SoC, DDR memory and high-speed communication links. The boards are
designed so they can be assembled as a 3-dimensional array, as illustrated in Figure 1a.
Communication links between the nodes use both LVDS links (4 × 928 Mb/s bidirectional
along X, Y and Z) and high-speed serial interfaces (6.5 Gb/s bidirectional, only on the X-Y
plane) as illustrated in Figure 1b. On top of that, an Ethernet connectivity is deployed
between all the nodes, and allows access to each individual node from an external PC
for the purpose of controlling and monitoring the distributed task’s execution. The main
purpose of this platform is the study of self-organizing and distributed algorithms as well
as underlying Network-On-Chip (NoC) and inter-chip communication protocols. We have
also developed SCALPsim [18], a multi-threaded simulator able to model asynchronous
computing nodes and heterogeneous inter-node communication links, with the goal of
simulating the systems to be deployed on the platform.
The multi-FPGA architecture offered by the SCALP platform provides enough resources to reduce the negative impact of fixed point quantization on accuracy loss. Optimized floating point representation increases system accuracy compared to fixed point
representations by still keeping a low resource utilization. An architectural design-space
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exploration will allow us to obtain the best trade-off between hardware resources versus
algorithm accuracy.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Illustration of SCALP board and its network topology. (a) Array of SCALP nodes. (b) SCALP
array communications links. Red lines represent bi-directional high-speed connection. Blue lines
show bi-directional differential links.

The purpose of this work is two-fold: first, we propose improvements of the CSOM
algorithm in order to better suit a hardware implementation by introducing ACSOM, an
asynchronous version of CSOM. This implies taking into account the inter-board communication constraints imposed by the SCALP platform. Second, we explore the quantization
error introduced by using various floating point number representations with different
ACSOM topologies while avoiding the usual distance and neighboring function simplifications. All this is materialized in the form of a flexible hardware neuron architecture able to
perform on-line learning on a synthetic data-set with vectors of floating point values and
which has been experimentally tested in FPGA fabric. The underlying NoC layer is not in
the scope of the present paper and will be presented in a future work.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 quickly recalls the SOM and CSOM algorithms and presents the ACSOM algorithm. Section 3 describes the neuron architecture in
detail. Section 4 presents a comparison between CSOM and ACSOM in terms of behaviour
and accuracy and explains the experimental setup used to evaluate the ACSOM hardware
architecture. The obtained results are then compared with state-of-the-art implementations.
Section 5 discusses the results and proposes several directions for future works.
2. Self-Organizing Maps
2.1. SOM: Self-Organizing Maps
The classical Self-Organising Maps (SOM) initially proposed by Kohonen [2] consists
of an ensemble of neurons, each associated with a weight vector, organized in a lowdimensional lattice (Usually from one to three dimensions) and with defined update rules
enabling unsupervised quantization of arbitrary dimension input vectors. During the
learning phase, the vectors of the input set are successively presented to every neuron of
the network. At each new input, the neuron with the closest weight vector to the input
vector (according to a distance function) is elected as the winning neuron and called the
Best Matching Unit (BMU). Weights of all the surrounding neurons are then updated
toward the new input, with decreasing influence, starting from the BMU. This process
repeated over the training dataset enables the neurons to learn by mapping the input vector
space in a self-organizing manner. At the end of the learning phase, neuron weights are
considered the codebook of the input data set and can be used in a recall phase to perform
clustering on a new input vector set. An interesting property of this process is the topology
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preserving behaviour which tends to code similar input vector to neuron close to each other
on the map.
Each neuron is represented by a weight vector m ∈ Rd where d is the dimension of
the input vectors x ∈ Rd . After grid weights initialization (usually random), the learning
process can be formalized as follow: at each iteration a new input vector x from the set
is presented to the network. The corresponding BMU is elected by finding the neuron c
whose weight vector is closest to the input x (Using a distance function, usually Euclidean
distance). Then all other neurons i update their weight vector according to:
mi (t + 1) = mi (t) + e(t)(x(t) − mi (t))e

−

k r c − r i k2
2σ2 (t)

,

(1)

where t denotes the iteration, x(t) is the input vector chosen for iteration t in the input data
set, and e(t) the learning rate at iteration t. The learning rate e(t) defines the intensity of
the adaptation, which is application dependent. Commonly e(t) is constant or a decreasing
scalar function of t. The term krc − ri k is the distance between neuron i and the winner
neuron c, and σ (t) is the standard deviation of the Gaussian neighbouring function. This
neighbouring function ensures that the update’s influence is the strongest for the BMU and
is decreasing for other neurons through the map as the distance to the BMU increases. The
resulting behaviour is illustrated in Figure 2a for a two-dimensional neurons grid.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Illustration of the SOM and CSOM update mechanism, with BMU shown in red, new input
in green, weight vectors represented as black arrows and update requests shown as yellow arrows.
(a) SOM weight vectors update. (b) CSOM weight vectors update.

2.2. CSOM: Cellular Self-Organizing Maps
The Cellular Self-Organizing Maps, introduced in [14], aims to offer a cellular variant of
the SOM algorithm with similar input set mapping properties but more suited to distributed
applications. In a cellular environment, local interactions are privileged and neurons
communicate only with their direct neighbors (Input vectors distribution and BMUs election
being exceptions to this rule). These constraints raise a number of challenges for the
implementation of the algorithm, but in return allow to distribute the algorithm without
being affected by shared resources such as communication channels or central memory.
One of the main differences between SOM and CSOM is in the update Equation (1) which
is replaced by Equation (2) for the BMU and Equation (3) for the rest of the neurons of the
network. Considering mc (t) as the winning neuron for input x(t) of iteration t, the BMU
update equation becomes:
mc (t + 1) = mc (t) + α(t)(x(t) − mc (t))

(2)

where α(t) is the learning rate parameter at iteration t. Once the BMU weights are updated,
an update request is propagated from the BMU to neighboring units. These update requests
will reach connected neurons, which will update their weight vectors towards the sender
of the request and in turn send update request to their neighbors. This process is then
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repeated until the full network has been updated. Each non-BMU neuron i uses the
following equation:
√

1
mi = mi + α ( t )
#In f l (i )

∑

( m j − mi ) e

(− η (td)

hops(c,i )
)
||mi −m j ||
,

(3)

j∈ In f l (i )

where hops(c, i ) is the number of propagation hops necessary to reach neuron i from
the BMU through synaptic connections, In f l (i ) is the set of the influential neurons of
neuron i, and #In f l (i ) is the number of influential neurons for neuron i. An influential
neuron of neuron i is defined as the neuron from which neuron i received the update
request. For a neuron with hops(c, i ) = h, the influential neuron(s) will be every neuron
j connected to i with hops(c, j) = h − 1. The parameter α(t) is the learning rate
√ at time t,
and η (t) is the elasticity of the √
network at time t. The latter is modulated by d so as to
take into account the range [0, d] of euclidean distances in dimension d. This process is
illustrated in Figure 2 for a two-dimensional neurons grid. Average quantization error of
the CSOM algorithm implemented in Pyhton can be found in [14] and results obtained on
the SCALPsim simulator can be found in [18]. Further tests of CSOM applied to dynamic
problems presented in [15] illustrate that the topological preserving clustering behaviour
observed in SOM is also present in CSOM.
2.3. ACSOM: Asynchronous Cellular Self-Organizing Maps
In the original definition of the CSOM algorithm, it is considered that the update of
the grid is starting from the BMU and is propagated from neuron to neuron in a cellular
manner, each neuron updating its weight vector toward the one having requested the
update, as illustrated in Figure 2b by the yellow arrows. This is the major difference with
the SOM algorithm, where all neuron weights are updated toward the input vector.
As can be observed in Figure 2b, the non-BMU neuron i can receive several update
requests from their neighbours, up to the number of dimension of the network. To account
for the multiple influences, the weight update Equation (3) defined in [14] uses the set of
influential neurons In f l (i ) (sum of the multiple influences) and then normalizes the result
by the size of this set to compensate for the multiple influences that neuron i will receive
from neighbors.
Given that the SCALP platform is composed of a set of asynchronous nodes and
does not have a global time-base, a straightforward implementation of Equation (3) in
hardware is not trivial because it requires to synchronize the update request from the set
of influential neurons. It would require an ad-hoc mechanism able to detect two update
requests related to the same input, and conversely to wait for future updates coming from
different directions once an update request is received.
In order to overcome this problem, in this work we propose to introduce an asynchronous variant of CSOM, refered as ACSOM, by considering update requests from a
single influential neighbor for a given weigh update. The CSOM BMU update Equation (2)
stays the same, and the network update Equation (3) is replaced by Equation (4) through
the removal of the influential neurons:
√

mi = mi + α(t)(m j − mi )e

(− η (td)

hops(c,i )
)
||mi −m j ||

(4)

While avoiding the aforementioned complexity of multiple update requests per input,
this simplification introduces a structural bias which results from the propagation algorithm
used for the update request. If a neuron always receives the update request from the same
neighbor, it will always update toward this neighbor. To mitigate this effect, it is proposed
to tweak the broadcast algorithm used to propagate the update through the network over
time. Over many iterations the resulting average update will be equivalent to the original
CSOM update rule.
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For each of the one, two and three dimensions network case, the units can be arranged
to form a regular lattice for which it is possible to use the dimension-order routing algorithm [19], also referred as XY-routing in the two dimensional case. This routing algorithm
considers the dimensions sequentially and always route the message in the direction having
a non-null offset between the source and the destination for the current dimension. Once
a dimension is null, the next one is considered and so on until the message reach its final
destination. This simple algorithm has the advantage to be easy to implement in a fully
distributed manner and can also be extended by the use of the broadcast algorithm defined
in [20] which can propagate a message to all nodes in the network non-redundantly.
We propose to extend this broadcast algorithm by defining mechanisms for permuting
the order in which the dimensions will be processed. At the emission, it is then possible
to flag a broadcast message with a specific routing strategy which will be executed by the
routing units. For the broadcast to be implemented in a distributed manner, each routing
node needs to make a decision on which direction to propagate a message based on the
arrival direction and on its mechanism flag. The direction can be formalized as {East,
West} for the X dimension, {North, South} for the Y and {Up, Down} for the Z. Using this
formalism, Table 1 gives the required propagation directions for the XY and YX mechanisms
of the two dimensional case and Figure 3 illustrates their behaviours.
Table 1. Two dimensional update request propagation: output directions depend on the input
direction and the current propagation mechanism.

East

Incoming Direction
West
North

South

XY

W,N,S

E,N,S

S

N

YX

W

E

E,W,S

E,W,N

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Successive ACSOM weight vectors updates, with BMU shown in red, new inputs in green,
weight vectors represented as black arrows and update requests shown as yellow arrows. (a) Input
x(t) with t BMU ≡ 0 mod 2 : ρ = XY. (b) Input x(t) with t BMU ≡ 1 mod 2 : ρ = YX.

Table 2 shows the required propagation directions for the six mechanism permutations
of the three dimensional case. Figure 4 illustrates the propagation for the mechanism XZY.
Figure 5 shows the six possible paths followed by a broadcast message sent by the unit
(1, 1, 1) to unit (3, 3, 3), highlighting only the nodes involved in the propagation. Note that
the destination unit receives a message twice from each of the direction facing the emitter,
ensuring a minimization of the structural bias over multiple updates in the case of ACSOM.
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Table 2. Three dimensional update request propagation: output directions depends on the input
direction and the current propagation mechanism.
Update Request Incoming Direction
North
South
Up

East

West

Down

XYZ

W,N,S,U,D

E,N,S,U,D

S,U,D

N,U,D

D

U

YXZ

W,U,D

E,U,D

E,W,S,U,D

E,W,N,U,D

D

U

ZXY

W,N,S

E,N,S

S

N

E,W,N,S,D

E,W,N,S,U

XZY

W,N,S,U,D

E,N,S,U,D

S

N

N,S,D

N,S,U

YZX

W

E

E,W,S,U,D

E,W,N,U,D

E,W,D

E,W,U

ZYX

W

E

E,W,S

E,W,N

E,W,N,S,D

E,W,N,S,U

Z

Y
X
Figure 4. XZY broadcast mechanism example from the BMU at position (2, 2, 2) shown in red, to all
others neurons (in blue) of a 3 × 3 × 3 network. Red arrows represent the BMU broadcast special case
and yellow arrows represent the paths followed by XZY broadcast mechanism.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 5. Illustration of the paths from unit (1, 1, 1) (in red) to unit (3, 3, 3) (in purple) with the 6
permutations of the broadcast mechanisms. (a) XYZ. (b) YXZ. (c) ZXY. (d) XZY. (e) YZX. (f) ZYX.

To select the broadcast mechanism ρ used for an update request propagation, each
unit keeps track of the number of times t BMU it has been elected as BMU. Once a neuron is
designed as the BMU, it increments its own t BMU and uses it to select the next mechanism
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in a round-robin manner as described in Equation (5) for two-dimensional cases and
Equation (6) for three-dimensional cases.
(
XY, if t BMU ≡ 0 mod 2
2D routing mechanism ρ(t BMU ) =
(5)
YX, if t BMU ≡ 1 mod 2

3D routing mechanism ρ(t BMU ) =



XYZ,





YXZ,



ZXY,

if t BMU ≡ 0

mod 6

if t BMU ≡ 1

mod 6

if t BMU ≡ 2

mod 6


XZY,





YZX,



ZYX,

if t BMU ≡ 3

mod 6

if t BMU ≡ 4

mod 6

if t BMU ≡ 5

mod 6

(6)

The BMU then sends an update request flagged with the selected routing mechanism
to all of its neighbors (BMU is a special case in which update request is performed to all
directions). Then, all others units receiving the update request will perform their weight
update and forward the update request while preserving the routing mechanism ρ elected
by the BMU. Figure 3 illustrates two consecutive updates of a 2D network. In Figure 3a,
the XY mechanism is used to propagate the update requests (in yellow), and in Figure 3b
YX mechanism is used.
Figure 6a–e illustrate the behavior of a 6 × 6 neurons ACSOM network during the
learning of 5000 random vectors uniformly distributed over a circle of radius 0.25 with
center on {0.75, 0.75}, initial weights of the network being randomly initialized within
the [0, 0.3] interval. The learning rate α and the network elasticity η have been kept
constant during the test. From Figure 6e, we can observe that topology preserving nature
of traditional SOM is still present with ACSOM.
1

1

0.8
0.6

1

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1 0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1 0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1 0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1 0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 6. Evolution of a 6 × 6 × 1 ACSOM network during training over 5000 input vectors, with
neurons shown as blue dots, neuronal connections represented as blue lines and input population
shown as black dots. (a) t = 0. (b) t = 10. (c) t = 100. (d) t = 1000. (e) t = 5000.

3. Architecture
This section presents the architecture of the floating point vector processing units,
representing a single neuron of an ACSOM network. The unit is able to perform the
distance and weight update computations required by ACSOM algorithm described in
Section 2.3.
In the context of the SOMA project, these units are ultimately intended to be used
over a Network on Chip (NoC) layer, spanning over multiple FPGA in three dimensions as
illustrated in Figure 7a,b.
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ACSOM
unit
W

N

E

router
S

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Example of a two-dimensional integration of ACSOM architecture in a SCALP array.
(a) SCALP Network-On-Chip topology. (b) Multi-FPGA architecture. Black arrows represent AXI
stream links, red arrows denote inter-FPGA high-speed serial links.

The NoC layer includes the equivalent of routing + link + physical layers in the OSI
model, it guarantees link integrity between two neighbor nodes, and can redirect packets
to neighbors in order to permit remote node communications without using intermediate
computation nodes. The routing unit, illustrated in Figure 8, is composed of a routing
decision logic and a set of multiplexers to supports the packet transmission. The AXI
stream bus is used between two routing nodes, which enable easy encapsulation of the
streams on high-speed serial link for inter-FPGA communication. This NoC is responsible
for the propagation of the update requests as explained in Section 2.3, for inter-neuron
communication and for BMU election trough a min-reduce algorithm. A more detailed of
the packet types planned is presented below:
•

Inputs propagation packets: contain the new input vector, routed as broadcast communication to all the units in the network.
BMU election packets: contain the distance to the new input vector, routed using minreduce algorithm from all nodes to the sender of the related input propagation packet.
BMU notification packets: contains the input vector that the BMU won, routed as
point to point.
Update propagation packets: contain the weight of the unit asking for the update,
routed as neighbor to neighbor packet using the propagation algorithm elected by the
BMU as explained in Section 2.3.

•
•
•

AXI stream

South

Local

North

AXI stream

West

East

AXI stream

West

East

unit

AXI stream

South

North

Figure 8. Two-dimensional SCALP Network-On-Chip router.
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In the present work, the NoC is not further discussed and is implemented for the
validation as a combinational routing layer providing the same routing mechanisms.
3.1. Arithmetic Operators
Most hardware SOM architectures found in literature usually propose a lot of simplifications for the implementation on the algorithm and an important quantization on data
encoding with fixed point representations (Use of Manhattan distance instead of Euclidean
distance, simplification of the neighborhood function by use of power of 1/2 implemented
with right-shifts). Such simplifications aim to reduce hardware resources at the cost of
SOM accuracy loss, but in many cases they can result in very poor accuracy making the
SOM useless for real-world applications. The presented architecture does not use such
simplifications and instead, it is built around floating point operators generated by the
Flopoco project [21]. Flopoco provides the flexibility to modify the number representation
at the synthesis phase to be able to closely match the software model during the development phase, and to then reduce the precision for the exploitation to closely match the
requirement of the application.
The Flopoco operator generator allows the creation of a VHDL description of pipelined
arithmetic operators for arbitrary floating point mantissa and exponent sizes. The Flopoco
floating point format is inspired from the IEEE-754 format, with some adaptations to
simplify its implementation in FPGA. The two main differences are the encoding of special
cases (infinities, zeroes and Not a Number (NaN)) in a separate bit-field, and the absence
of subnormal numbers. In IEEE-754 format, a special case is used to represent very small
numbers in which the fractional part is not implicitly prefixed by 1. Subnormal handling
requires additional logic which can be spared using the Flopoco format and the difference
in representation can be easily be alleviated by increasing the exponent size.
3.2. ACSOM Unit
The ACSOM unit is the hardware module representing a single neuron. It performs
the following tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Storing the weight vector associated with the unit.
Computing the euclidean distance to a provided input vector.
Updating its own weight vector when designated as BMU.
Initiating weight update mechanism after update as a BMU.
Updating of its own weight vector toward a neighbor when requested by said neighbor.

The number d of components in the input vector set is application dependent (The
architecture can be configured at synthesis time for a specific component count) and it
can span from few tens [14] to hundreds [22]. With such a high number, a fully parallel
implementation of vector processing would be extremely expensive in term of hardware
resources. Because of this, the proposed ACSOM unit architecture illustrated in Figure 9 process the input vector serially, in a pipelined manner in order to limit resource requirements.
Pipelining is generated by Flopoco and its depth depends on the operator complexity, the
floating point format and on the targeted operating frequency. After Flopoco operators
generation, the resulting pipeline lengths are automatically taken into the control logic of
the ACSOM unit. Input and output vector ports (used for input vectors, neighbor communication and weight initialisation) are of the width of the full vector for fast communication
and registering. The Vin and Vout ports serve this purpose and allow initialization and
retrieval of the unit weight vector easily. The xvalid signal notifies the unit when a new
input vector is present in the Vin port and triggers a distance computation. The nmvalid
indicates that an neighbor has requested an update and that its weight and grid coordinates
are present on the Vin , c x , cy and cz ports. The mvalid input is used to initialize the unit’s
weight vector with the value presented on the Vin port.
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xvalid

mvalid

nmvalid

x1

vin

xd

...

m1

md

...

Control
FSM
α
Distance
pipeline

done

η0

c x , cy , cz

Weight update
pipeline

vout

δ

Figure 9. ACSOM unit architecture.

With this architecture choice, the increase of vector dimension only impacts the registers required to hold the input and weight vector, the rest of the architecture being
unaffected in terms of logic resources. The general structure of the CSOM unit architecture
is illustrated in Figure 9.
Two optimisations have been set up to further simplify implementation and reduce
resources usage:
√

1.
2.

The term − η (td) used in the update Equation (4) is pre-computed in design-time and

provided to the unit as η 0 (t).
The Euclidean distance computation is implemented without the square root operation
as this does not affect the BMU election and avoids implementing an expensive square
root operator. The removal of the square root has a side effect by introducing a nonlinearity in the computation of Equation (4) but it is compensated by the adaptation of
the η parameter.

3.3. Distance Unit
The components xi of the input and mi of the unit weight are sequentially fed in this
unit to compute the squared Euclidean distance δ between the two vectors as described in
Equation (7).
d

δ=

∑ ( m n − x n )2

(7)

n =1

The architecture of the distance unit is illustrated in Figure 10. It uses one subtractor,
one multiplier and one adder. As the intermediate results need to be accumulated in a
register until the vectors are processed in their entirety, the pipeline can not be fully used,
and the pipeline interval of the unit is dependent on the pipeline length of the adder
(The adder pipeline’s length is of two clock cycles for the all the Flopoco formats used in
this work).
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Figure 10. Euclidean distance pipeline.

3.3.1. Weight Update Unit
The weight update unit, illustrated in Figure 11, is used to update unit weight, both
in the case of a BMU election and after an update request from a neighbor. It use one
subtractor, one multiplier and one adder to implement Equation (8) in a pipelined manner.
mc = mc + α(t)(x(t) − mc )

(8)

The unit is able to update one weight component per clock cycle, with a pipeline
latency of 9 clock cycles.
The datapath used to update the neuron’s weight when selected as BMU (Equation (2))
can be re-used for the general grid update (Equation (4)) by computing a weight propagation coefficient WP combining the learning rate and the neighboring function. This
coefficient is then used in place of the α(t) at the input of the multiplier.
η0

c x , cy , cz

α

Weight update
coeff. pipeline

mi ( t )

xi

FPSub

FPMult

FPAdd

m i ( t + 1)
Figure 11. Weight update pipeline.

3.3.2. Weight Update Coefficient Unit
As explained above, this unit is used to compute the WP coefficient defined by
Equation (9), used by the weight update unit in the case of a non-BMU weight update. The
unit data path is illustrated in Figure 12. It is composed of an integer part (in the dotted-line
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square in the illustration), used to compute the number of hops to the BMU neuron c. The
rest of the unit is implemented using a divider, one multiplier and one exponentiator.
√

WP = α(t)e

(− η (td)

hops(c,i )
)
||mi −m j ||

(9)

√

η 0 = − η (td)

α

cx

cy
ix

||mi − m j ||

cz
iy

start

iz

sub

sub

sub

abs

abs

abs

hops(c, i )

sum

toFP

FPDiv
Control
FSM
FPMult

FPExp
√

α(t)e

(− η (td)

hops(c,i )
||mi −m j || )

done

Figure 12. Weight update coefficient pipeline.

4. Experimental Setup and Results
This section presents the test methodologies used to evaluate both ACSOM and its
VHDL implementation. First, ACSOM is compared with CSOM in terms of accuracy,
then ACSOM hardware architecture is tested with different network sizes and number
representations and finally a performance estimation of the architecture is presented and
compared to existing results from the literature.
4.1. CSOM and ACSOM Comparison
As first step, a Python implementation of ACSOM have been used to characterize
the variation of accuracy compared with a Python version of CSOM. Two networks of
sizes 4x4 and 6x6 have been trained on a synthetic population in order to compare their
behaviours. Given that the purpose of this test is to evaluate the effects of the modifications
introduced by ACSOM (compared to CSOM), and not to qualify the absolute performance
of the algorithms, the same arbitrary learning rate α = 0.3 and network elasticity η = 5.0
have been used for both implementations. These parameters have been kept constant
during the tests.
Both algorithms have been trained on a synthetic data-set of 1000 vectors with d = 2,
distributed on two clusters. The first one with each component value randomly drawn
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from the [0, 0.5] interval. The second cluster components where randomly chosen in the
[0.5, 1]. Tests have been repeated 50 times for each algorithm and grid size with different
weight initialization values to avoid favoring a test with a particularly advantageous
initial position.
To compare the quantization performance of each implementation, a new set of
200 vectors have been randomly generated with the same distribution as used during
training and used in a recall phase on the trained maps. For each vector, the Euclidean
distance to the BMU has been calculated and stored in an error vector ∆. The Average
Squared Error (ASE) defined in Equation (10) has been calculated for each test.
ASE(∆) =

∑ ∆2
|∆|

(10)

The resulting ASE by grid size computed from the tests as well as the standard
deviation (σ) of the error between each test presented in Table 3 show that the loss of
accuracy is negligible.
Table 3. CSOM and ACSOM mean ASE and standard deviation comparison over 50 tests.
4 × 4 Neurons
Mean ASE
σ

6 × 6 Neurons
Mean ASE
σ

CSOM

0.010760

0.000421

0.004567

0.000592

ACSOM

0.010842

0.000434

0.004576

0.000605

Figure 13 presents a qualitative comparison between CSOM and ACSOM in the form
of a temporal evolution of a CSOM and ACSOM networks during a test. We can observe
that in spite the fact that networks don’t behave exactly in the same manner, the overall
behavior and the resulting network topology can be considered qualitatively equivalent.
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Figure 13. Comparative evolution of CSOM and ACSOM network during training over the same
1000 input vectors. (a) CSOM t = 0. (b) CSOM t = 10. (c) CSOM t = 100. (d) CSOM t = 1000.
(e) ACSOM t = 0. (f) ACSOM t = 10. (g) ACSOM t = 100. (h) ACSOM t = 1000.

4.2. ACSOM Architecture
The ACSOM neuron architecture has been implemented in VHDL and simulated
in Vivado 2020.2. The results have been compared to Python implementation to ensure
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correctness of individual computing units. The ACSOM neuron has also been physically
verified by running on a SCALP board FPGA with a target frequency of 125 MHz. Higher
frequency can easily be reached by modifying the Flopoco operators generation by increasing the pipeline depth (thus increasing the latency). This frequency has been fixed
to remain synchronous with the underlying NoC. Four different number representation
formats have been considered for implementation, Flopoco format FP5.4, FP6.8, FP6.16 and
FP8.23; the first number indicates the number of bits for expressing the exponent and the
second the number of bits for mantissa. The large FP8.23 format has been retained because
it allows a direct comparison with the IEEE754 format (Sub-normal numbers case excepted)
and has proven useful for the validation of the model. The FP5.4 format is the shortest
supported by Flopoco. The number of Flip-flops (FF), Look-up-tables (LUT) and Digital
Signal Processor blocks (DSP) required to implement a single ACSOM neuron have been
obtained by synthesis and are presented in Table 4. Note that with a vector component
with d = 3 or less, no Block RAM is needed, and that no DSP blocks are required for the
two shortest formats FP5.4 and FP6.8.
Table 4. Logic resources requirement for implementation of one ACSOM neuron with d = 3.
LUT

FF

DSP

FP5.4

888

663

0

FP6.8

1642

950

0

FP6.16

2938

1643

3

FP8.23

4172

2184

7

Once validated, a combinational routing layer has been used as a mock-up of the
NoC layer in order to be able to simulate interactions of multiple neurons and provide a
mechanism to elect the BMU. The simulation uses the NoC and unit network in a sequential
manner; input distribution, distance computation, BMU election and weight update of all
nodes are performed in a sequence before starting the process for a new input.
Three different network sizes have also been used to test the model: 4 × 4 × 2 = 32,
4 × 4 × 3 = 48 and 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 neurons. This choice has been made arbitrarily with
the goal of validating the 3D routing mechanism case and to observe the influence of the
number of neurons on the quantization error.
In order to set the learning rate α and the network elasticity η, a simple parameter
exploration has been performed and two set of values have been selected as optimal for the
small and large number representation. These parameters have been kept constant during
the tests.
For each combination of these parameters, ACSOM have been trained on a synthetic
data-set of 1000 vectors with d = 3, distributed on two clusters. The first one with each
component value randomly drawn from the [0, 0.5] interval. The second cluster components
where randomly chosen in the [0.5, 1] interval as illustrated in Figure 14.
Tests have been run 10 times for each parameter combination with different weight
initialization values. All input and initialization values have first been quantified to the
5.4 format to avoid test bias towards the large representation format. This allows to really
evaluate the effect of the representation quantization on the algorithm implementation
instead of the effect on representing the input data.
To compare the quantization performance of each implementation, a new set of
200 vectors have been randomly generated with the same distribution as used during
training and used in a recall phase on the trained maps to compute the resulting ASE.
Figure 15 summarizes the design space exploration of 12 different candidate architectures. It presents the ASE and hardware cost obtained by different SOM implementations
on which two main parameters are modified: the topology and the floating point representation. It must be noted that the hardware cost is only considering the number of LUTs,
this metric may be misleading because large representations are also using DSP blocks (not
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represented in the graph), while small representations are not. Despite this limitation, we
considered LUT counting to be an acceptable measure of hardware complexity.
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Figure 14. Input vector clusters.

From Figure 15 we can observe that, unsurprisingly, larger networks (4 × 4 × 4) obtain
better ASE results than smaller networks (4 × 4 × 2) by incurring a higher hardware cost.
The same applies for larger format representations, a format FP8.23 has a better accuracy
and higher cost than a more compact one like FP6.8.
However, there are other less predictable conclusions we can draw. The results show
that between the two larger FP formats (FP8.23 and FP6.16), the ASE difference is negligible.
This confirms that there is no need to use large formats in this particular problem. Moreover,
for large maps (4 × 4 × 4), the FP6.8 format still presents nearly the same ASE without
using DSP blocks and using only 55% of the LUTs of the FP6.16 format implementation.
Going further, by tolerating a 8% increase in ASE, the 4 × 4 × 4 neurons map that uses
format FP5.4 offers a further 53% reduction of LUTs over FP6.8.
0.019

FP5.4
FP6.8
FP6.16
FP8.23
4×4×2
4×4×3
4×4×4

0.018
0.017

ASE

0.016
0.015
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0.011
0

50k

100k

150k

200k

250k

LUTs

Figure 15. Average squared error versus LUTs.

A more interesting and less expected observation of the results, suggests that using
a larger grid with smaller resolution yields a much better ASE with a lower hardware
complexity in most of the cases. The comparison between the ASE obtained by the 4 × 4 × 4
SOM with FP5.4 and the 4 × 4 × 3 with FP8.23 shows that it is worthless to spend hardware
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resources to increase floating point representation, and that it is better to increase the
number of SOM nodes by keeping a low representation format.
4.3. Performance Comparison
Speed performance of SOM implementations are usually presented in term of Connection Update Per Second (CUPS). In Table 5 we present the CUPS achievable by our ACSOM
implementation based on the simulated computation latency and the estimated latency of
the underlying NoC architecture.
Our results are compared to three FPGA SOM implementations which are of particular
interest in our case because they are all based on a NoC-based FPGA implementations [10,11,23].
The network size, vector dimension and representation of ACSOM have been adapted
in each test to match as close as possible the reference implementations. For each of the
three estimations, ACSOM activity has been modeled as the exact sequence used during the
simulation, with the worst case estimated NoC latency added to all the routing operation
in order to obtain MCUPS figures.
Table 5. Performance comparison.
Vectors
Frequency
Representation

Work

Network
Size

Vectors
Dimension

[10]

5×5

3

16-bit

1.51 MHz

113

Our work

5×5

3

FP6.16

125 MHz

14

[11]

5×5

32

8-bit

200 MHz

724

Our work

5×5

32

FP6.8

125 MHz

65

[23]

16 × 16

32

8-bit

294 MHz

28,282

Our work

16 × 16

32

FP6.8

125 MHz

209

MCUPS

Compared with [10,11], ACSOM is one order of magnitude slower, and two orders of
magnitude slower than [23]. This is to be expected as we explicitly choose to not implement
the traditional speed optimizations, but mainly because of the floating point representation
used and its asynchronous nature. It is also to be noted that, as mentioned above, the
125MHz operating frequency used for these estimations is not the maximum that could be
reached by this implementation, and that higher operating frequency coupled with large
vector dimension would benefit of the pipelined operators and reduce the impact of the
expected NoC latency.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented ACSOM and its hardware implementation, an asynchronous version of the Cellular Self-Organising Maps algorithm. The main novelty
introduced in the ACSOM algorithm, namely the asynchronous weight update mechanism,
has been validated with different network configurations including 3D topologies. Indeed,
it has been shown here that the behaviour during learning is similar to the one described in
the original CSOM paper [14].
Concerning the presented hardware architecture of ACSOM, the FPGA synthesis
results conducted during this work show that a high number of neurons is preferable to a
precise representation. The advantages of low precision floating point representation over
usual integer or fixed point still have to be proved in future work. The speed performances
presented in the previous chapter are unprecedented given that, up to our knowledge,
this work is the first using floating point representation for SOM hardware architectures
and is also the first implementation of the Cellular SOM algorithm. The straightforward
performance comparison shows a lower number of CUPS. However, it is worth to highlight
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the increased representation capability of the floating point representation mainly for fine
tuning purposes.
Future Work
The next step of this work is the merging of the ACSOM unit with the SCALP NoC
routing layer. Such integration will result in the architecture described in Figure 7b. This
shall allow the validation of the scalability of the system over an asynchronous 3D array
of SCALP boards. The NoC routing layer will allow the transmission of messages from
one unit to any other unit in the system in a seamless manner for the different units. Local
communications will obviously be favored in the case of an ACSOM implementation in
order to reduce the risk of routing congestion, but global communication will still be
required for the broadcasting of the input vectors. A special communication primitive will
also be required for the BMU election under the form of a min-reduce operation. This step
will permit to verify the CUPS performances obtained in FPGA.
ACSOM embodiment will enable real-time weight updates driven by physical input
data. We have ongoing work on building extension boards permitting to endow SCALP
with sensors (cameras, microphones, touch). Such multiplicity of input data from different
sensors will permit us to apply ACSOM to multi-modal learning that could be of particular
interest for tracking with incomplete or faulty input data.
Performance improvement will be addressed by parallelising and pipelining the processing of multiple input vectors. Several nodes will serve as data inputs (i.e. different
sensors connected to different boards), different data input broadcast will be performed
simultaneously in an asynchronous manner. The use in parallel of the ACSOM nodes
processing pipelines will permit to handle a multiplicity of states for the ongoing learning iterations.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ASE
Average Squared Error
ACSOM Asynchronous Cellular Self-Organizing Maps
BMU
Best Matching Unit
CSOM
Cellular Self-Organizing Maps
CUPS
Connetion Updates Per Second
DSP
Digital Signal Processor
FF
Flip-flop
FPGA
Field-Programmable Gate Array
LUT
Look-up-table
LVDS
Low Voltage Differential Signaling
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NoC
SOM
SoC
VHDL

Network On-Chip
Self-Organizing Maps
System On-Chip
VHSIC Hardware Description Language
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